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Peter and Mike
Peter Collins and Mike Reed have long been important and deeply supportive friends to each other and to a host of
other mathematicians including me. Together they have been an active focal point for General Topology not only for the
superb group of Oxford graduate students who have been attracted by them but also to researchers throughout the ﬁeld.
This conference follows a sequence of conferences mostly organized by them to highlight developments in General Topology
and related ﬁelds with special stress on interesting open problems.
I ﬁrst met Mike when he was a student at Auburn University: amazing teachers and fellow students and visitors alike
with his talents. He quickly became an expert at “Texas style” Topology where many of his teachers worked and he has
loved it and Auburn all of his life. But it never satisﬁed his desire to do mathematics that would be recognized as exciting
and fundamental far beyond this boundary and on a stage carrying history and tradition. He soon discovered that Computer
Science and Mathematical Logic had mirror images in some of his favorite topological ideas.
Peter Collins whom I came to know a bit later was a quiet, smart, Oxford bred don and tutor. He loved Oxford and its
complex traditions passionately as he did the pleasure of presenting mathematical ideas in new settings to the super bright
students Oxford drew. These students found Peter and his ideas quite exciting. But he saw that he had to introduce himself
and these students to a broader audience if they were to ﬁnd success in the mathematical world.
Peter Collins and Mike Reed have totally unrelated backgrounds, personalities, mathematical training, and strengths. Also
neither is very bendable. But they both had the vision to see that together they could do things both men really cared about.
Starting an American type seminar in General Topology at Oxford, using the simple structures Peter loved and could ask so
many natural questions about and Mike could use in set theoretic and computer science settings, they attracted researchers
from everywhere. I attended several wonderful get togethers at Oxford as a result and Bill Roscoe and I joined Peter and
Mike in proving the simple theorem found in [1], that countable ordered networks are metrizable.
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